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Answer: C, D 

QUESTION: 111
 
You create the following formula in a new Crystal report to return random records
 
based on the user's parameter input:
 
WhilePrintingRecords;
 
NumberVar array Rnd_Array;
 
Redim Rnd_Array[{?Records Returned}];
 
NumberVar Seed;
 
numbervar arryindex1;
 
Numbervar arryindex2;
 
While arryindex1 := 1 To {?Records Returned}
 
Do( Seed := Int (Count ({Orders.Order ID})*RND());
 
if not(Seed in Rnd_Array) and arryindex2 < {?Records Returned}
 
then ( arryindex2 := arryindex2 + 1;
 
Rnd_Array[arryindex2] := Seed ) );
 
Rnd_Array[1];
 
You receive an error when saving the formula. Which loop type should you replace the
 
existing loop with to resolve the error?
 

A. Do While 
B. For Do 
C. Do Until 
D. For Next 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 112 
Which action should you perform to update a report to reflect a change to the database 
structure? 

A. From the Database Menu, select Set Datasource Location. 
B. From the Database Menu, select Verify Database. 
C. From the Report Menu, select Refresh Report Data. 
D. From the Report Menu, select Check Dependencies. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 113
 
What is the proper extension for a valid Web Service?
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A. .DLL 
B. .SWF 
C. .XLF 
D. .WSDL 
E. .XSLT 
F. .HTML 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 114 
Your report contains two formulas that use the same global variable, nOverBudget. The 
first formula, @Increment, is located in a Group Footer and increments the variable by 
one if the group total exceeds 200,000. The second formula, @Display, is located in the 
Report Footer and displays the number of groups that have exceeded 200,000. Which 
function can you use in @Display to ensure that the second formula returns the correct 
total count? 

A. GroupSum ({@Evaluate, 200000}); 
B. EvaluateAfter ({@Increment}); 
C. GroupSum ({@Increment, 200000}); 
D. EvaluateAfter ({@Evaluate}); 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 115 
You run a report and you suspect that your data source has become corrupt. Which 
option would you use to switch to another environment with the same table and field 
structure? 

A. Query Migration Wizard 
B. Verify Database 
C. Set Datasource Location 
D. Show SQL Statement 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 116 
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Which two pieces of information must you provide when you create a new connection 
to a Microsoft SQL Server database using an OLE DB connection in the Database 
Expert? (Choose two.) 

A. Data schema 
B. Protocol 
C. Database 
D. Username 
E. Partition type 

Answer: C, D 

QUESTION: 117 
You want to create a hyperlink formula in a Crystal report that dynamically references 
the customer name. The link is a graphic in the Detail section. Which formula can you 
use to create the hyperlink? 

A. "http://www." + DefaultAttribute + ".com" 
B. "http://www." + CurrentFieldValue + ".com" 
C. "http://www." + {Customer.Customer Name} + ".com" 
D. "http://www." + "Customer.Customer Name" + ".com" 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 118
 
What two settings should you select to enable server-side grouping on a Crystal report?
 
(Choose two.)
 

A. Perform Query Asynchronously 
B. Always Sort Remotely 
C. Use Indexes or Server for Speed 
D. Perform Grouping on Server 

Answer: C, D 

QUESTION: 119 
You create a Crystal report using a test database that does not exactly duplicate your 
company's production database schema. After testing the report successfully against the 
test database, you want to point the report to your company's production database. 
Which two commands should you use? (Choose two.) 
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A. Map Database Fields 
B. Replicate Database 
C. Set Datasource Location 
D. Set Table Location 

Answer: A, C 

QUESTION: 120
 
Which advantage is gained by using a native connection to a database?
 

A. Data table links are maintained on the client workstation. 
B. Data retrieval is optimized. 
C. Crystal Reports goes through more layers to connect to the database. 
D. Cached records are released more quickly at the table level. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 121
 
You create a Crystal report with the following record selection formula:
 
{Customer.Region} in ["BC","CA"] and DateTimeToDate ({Orders.Order Date}) >
 
Date (2004,01,01) and {Orders.Employee ID} = 6
 
Which clause will be displayed when you select "Show SQL Query? from the Database
 
menu?
 

A. WHERE (`Customer`.`Region`='BC' OR `Customer`.`Region`='CA') 
B. WHERE (`Customer`.`Region` in ['BC', 'CA']) AND `Orders`.`Employee ID`=6 
C. WHERE (`Customer`.`Region`='BC' OR `Customer`.`Region`='CA') AND 
`Orders`.`Employee ID`=6 
D. WHERE (`Customer`.`Region` in ['BC'] OR `Customer`.`Region` in ['CA']) AND 
`Orders`.`Order Date`>={ts '2004-01-0200:00:00'} AND `Orders`.`Employee ID`=6 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 122
 
What is the primary benefit of Web Services in Crystal Reports 2008?
 

A. Scalability 
B. Ease of use 
C. Interoperability 
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D. Access to restricted data sources 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 123 
You must create a new Crystal report that displays the top 25% of customer sales 
leaders. Which method will sort the report alphabetically by customer, not by the sales 
summary? 

A. Use a standard Top N report. 
B. Use subreports with shared variables to calculate the percentage summaries then sort 
the results. 
C. Use multiple arrays in a single report to summarize and sort the data. 
D. Use a dynamic array with subreports to create the Top N summaries then sort the 
data correctly. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 124
 
What do XML transforms allow you to do? (Choose three.)
 

A. Convert a report to a new XML schema 
B. Apply a style sheet 
C. Integrate report data into other applications 
D. Export directly to a relational database 

Answer: A, B, C 

QUESTION: 125
 
A Dynamic Recipient Data Provider is a:
 

A. Report or row set that lists data about publication recipients 
B. Dynamic database connection that is used to migrate reports between environments 
C. Database connection that provides information for dynamic cascading prompts 
D. Report or row set that contains metadata about the report 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 126 
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Which of the following three are valid uses of XML and Web Services? (Choose three.) 

A. Reporting on remote data using Web Services without having access rights to the 
remote system 
B. Connecting to an XML file on a Web Server 
C. Using Web Services to directly access a remote database 
D. Accessing mainframe data via XML-format text files without standard data 
connectivity 

Answer: A, B, D 

QUESTION: 127 
Which three pieces of information must you provide when you connect to an Oracle 
database using a native connection? 

A. Password 
B. User ID 
C. Service name 
D. Protocol 

Answer: A, B, C 
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